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Many are the delights and treasures to be found in Grothendieck’s
Ž .  famous or ought we say infamous? ‘‘Resume’’ 8 : his wondrous inequal-´ ´
ity, beautiful lifting theorems for continuous vector-valued functions, stun-
ning characterizations of Hilbert spaces; the list goes on and on, with
patience and grit the main necessities for the curious.
One of our favorites has to do with series in L1-spaces. Here’s what it
Ž . 1 Ž . 2says: if f is an unconditionally summable sequence in L , then f  ln n n n
1   L . This is a crisp improvement of a theorem of Orlicz 16 which asserts
  2that Ý f   and is the objective of this largely expository note.1n n
To be sure, the L1-space in question can be any L1-space but for sake of
1Ž .clarity we will deal only with L 0, 1 .
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Our story starts in the late twenties when an increasing awareness of the
utility of ‘‘a remarkable sequence of orthogonal functions’’ developed in
the minds of analysts everywhere. The sequence? The Rademacher func-
tions. Why remarkable? Well, for starters, the role they play in proving the
still-wonderful theorem of Rademacher and Khinchin stating that a scalar
Ž .sequence s is square-summable precisely when Ý  s conerges forn n n
almost all choices of signs.
Further evidence of the remarkable nature of the Rademacher sequence
was to be found in what is the beginning of our story, results of Littlewood
 and Orlicz 13, 16 .
But we are getting ahead of ourselves and the story deserves better than
that. We start at the very beginning: the Rademacher functions and
Khinchin’s amazing inequalities.
1. INTRODUCTION
 The first Rademacher function r , like all the others, is defined on 0, 1 :1
 . it is 1 on 0, 12 and 1 on 12, 1 .
 .  .  .The next, r , is 1 on 0, 14 , 1 on 14, 12 , 1 on 12, 34 , and2
   .  .  .  .1 on 34, 1 . r is 1 on 0, 18 , 14, 38 , 12, 58 , and 34, 783
and 1 elsewhere.
  Ž .Each r has modulus one throughout 0, 1 . The sequence r isn n n
pŽ .normalized in L 0, 1 for all 1	 p	 , symmetric, independent, identi-
 cally distributed, orthonormal over 0, 1 . Amazing. Here is the crux of the
matter.
Ž .THEOREM Khinchin . For any 1	 p , there are constants A , B p p
0 such that regardless of scalars a , . . . , a1 n
A a r 	 a r 	 B a r .Ý Ý Ýp i i i i p i i
i	n i	n i	np p2
It is worth noting here and forever that the middle term of the above
inequalities is, in fact,
12
2 a r 
 a .Ý Ýi i iž /
i	n i	n2
For the sake of completeness we will recall proof of the above inequali-
ties in case p
 1, which is the case we need.
We will deal only with real scalars.
First, we settle the case p
 4.
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2   2Suppose Ý a 
 Ý a r 
 1. Then2i	 n i i	 n i i
41
a r t dt
 a r t a r t a r t a r t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý ÝH Hi i i i j j k k l lž / ž / ž /ž /
0 i	n i j k l

 a a a a r t r t r t r t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hi j k l i j k l
i , j , k , l

 3 a2a2 2 a4Ý Ýi j i
i , j i
	 3 a2a2
 3 a2 a2 
 3.Ý Ý Ýi j i jž /
i , j i j
Hence, with the usual normalization argumentation,
14a r 	 a r 	 3 a r .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i
i	n i	n i2 4 2
Now we will attack the case p
 1. We make free use of Holder’s¨
inequalities with Littlewood’s lead to provide security and direction. Let
f
Ý a r . Theni	 n i i
  2   2   43   23f 
 f 
 f f2 H H
13 23
4   	 f fH Hž / ž /
43 232 4 14     L vs. L 	 3 f fŽ .2 1
13   23   43
 3 f f .1 2
  43Dividing both sides by f gives2
  23 13   23f 	 3 f .2 1
Taking 32 powers gives
    12  f 	 f 	 3 f .Ž .1 2 1
' We take special note that Szarek 18 has shown that 3 can be replaced
'by 2 in the above and no better can be done, while Latała and
 Oleszkiewicz 12 have given a stunning proof of Szarek’s result een in the
case of ector-alued function spaces.
Orlicz used this inequality to derive the following. We will return to this
proof so please take careful note of its intermediate steps.
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A THEOREM OF ORLICZ. Suppose Ý f is an unconditionally conergentn n
1Ž .series in L 0, 1 . Then
  2f  .Ý 1n
n
Proof. Because Ý f is unconditionally convergent, there is a constantn n
M 0 so that regardless of n and regardless of the choice  , . . . , 1 n

1 of signs
 f 	M .Ý i i
i	n 1
Ž   2 .12Now we will estimate Ý f :1i	 n i
12212 12   f 
 f s dsŽ .Ý Ý1 Hi iž / ž /ž /0i	n i	n
1 1
   
 f s ds, . . . , f s dsŽ . Ž .H Hi nž / 20 0 ln
1
   
 f s , . . . , f s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 n
2l0 n
1
2     	 f s , . . . , f s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H l1 n n
0
121 2 
 f s dsŽ .ÝH iž /
0 i	n
1221 1

 f s r t dt dsŽ . Ž .ÝH H i iž /0 0 i	n
1 1
	 B f s r t dt dsŽ . Ž .ÝH H1 i i
0 0 i	n
1 1

 B r t f s ds dtŽ . Ž .ÝH H1 i i
0 0 i	n
1

 B r t f dtŽ .ÝH1 i i
0 i	n 1
1
	 B M dt
 B M .H1 1
0
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1Ž .If you but consider an unconditionally convergent series in L 0, 1 of
the form
a r ,Ý n n
n
Ž . 2where a  l , then it becomes apparent that the exponent ‘‘2’’ inn n
Orlicz’s theorem cannot be improved. What is not so apparent, and had
eluded everyone until Grothendieck, is the extremal nature of the
Rademacher sequence in these regards. Actually, a hint was in the offing.
The hint was from a truly reliable source: Littlewood.
AN INEQUALITY OF LITTLEWOOD. There is a K 0 such that for any
Ž .matrix ai j
12
2 a 	 K sup a s t .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i jž /
   t , s 	1i j iji j
Proof. Notice that thanks to the duality of l1 and l,
sup a s tÝ i j i j
   s , t 	1 iji j
is the same as
sup a t ;Ý Ý i j j
 t 	1 i jj
  Ž .in turn, this last quantity is quickly seen to be the norm a of a
 a asi j
a bounded linear operator from l to l1. Naturally, for any t B  we havel
 a t 	 a .Ý Ý i j j
i j
 In particular, for any s 0, 1
 a r s 	 a .Ž .Ý Ý i j j
i j
It follows that
1
 a r s ds	 a .Ž .Ý ÝH i j j
0 i j
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Khinchin to the rescue!
1 1
a r s ds
 a r s dsŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ÝH Hi j j i j j
0 0i j i j
12
21 1
 a r s dsŽ .Ý ÝH i j jž /B 01i j
121 2 
 a .Ý Ý i jž /B1 i j
K
 B will do quite nicely, thank you.1
2. TENSOR PRODUCTS: A NECESSARY EVIL
A quarter of a century would pass before Grothendieck recognized the
kindred spirits of Orlicz’s theorem and Littlewood’s inequality. When he
did, it was in the language of tensor products that he expressed himself
and, by the very nature of Grothendieck’s formulation, some understand-
ing of tensor products of Banach spaces is needed to understand his result.
Actually, our exposition suppresses much of the tensorial notation despite
our belief that Grothendieck’s theory of tensor products of Banach spaces
Ž .is beautiful if challenging and quite worthy of close study. Indeed, we
hope that the young readers will realize that the result we are presenting is
quite natural in the framework of Grothendieck’s approach and if such an
approach can produce such a sharp conclusion about an old friend like
1Ž .L 0, 1 then there is, indeed, much to be exploited in the approach.
Enough words from the mathematical pulpit. On to tensor products.
ŽRecall that if X and Y are linear spaces over the same scalar field be it
.the reals or the complexes , then X Y is the unique linear space for
Ž .which the algebraic dual X Y  can be identified with the space
Ž .B X, Y of bilinear forms on X Y. In fact, X Y can be defined to be
Ž . Ž .the linear span in B X, Y  of the functionals x y x X, y Y of the
form
x y  
  x , y ,  B X , Y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The mapping property alluded to above may be formulated thusly.
The Uniersal Mapping Property. If X.Y, and Z are linear spaces over
the same field, then there is a natural correspondence between the space
Ž .L X Y; Z of linear mappings from X Y to Z and the space
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Ž .B X, Y; Z of bilinear mappings from X Y to Z; under this correspon-
dence a linear mapping T : X Y Z and a bilinear mapping  : X Y
 Z are correspondents when
T x y 
  x , y .Ž . Ž .
Tensor products allow us to linearize bilinear objects but at a cost: the
tensor product of X and Y is bigger and more unwieldy than either X or
Y.
Should X and Y be Banach spaces, then there are many ways to norm
ŽX Y. We need but two for what we are discussing: the greatest or
.   Ž .  projectie crossnorm and the least or injectie crossnorm . 
Ž .For any Banach spaces X, Y, and Z denote by B X, Y; Z the space of
 all continuous bilinear operators  : X  Y Z where  

 Ž .4 Ž .sup  x, y . When Z is the field of scalars, we use B X, Yx B y BX Y
Ž .instead of B X, Y; Z .
  ŽThe projective crossnorm on X Y is defined by u
Ý x  i	 n i
.y  X Yi
 u 
 sup  x , y :  B .Ž .Ý i i BŽ X , Y .½ 5
i	n
Ž .  It is well known and we are not going to show it that is a norm on
Ž      .X Y, it is a crossnorm x y 	 x y , and it is, in fact, the greatest
Ž .  
 largest crossnorm. Also well known is the fact that can also be
described as follows:
     u 
 inf x y : u
 x  y .Ý Ý i i i i½ 5
i	n i	n
Unless either X or Y is finite dimensional, the normed linear space
Ž   .X Y, is incomplete so a completion is called for: we denote by
ˆ Ž   .X Y the completion of X Y, . It is another well-known fact that
ˆif u X Y, then
     u 
 inf x y : u
 x  y .Ý Ý n n n n½ 5
n n
In terms of mapping properties, the projective norm is perfect for the
universal mapping property:
The Uniersal Mapping Property. Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces.
Then there is a natural isometric and isomorphic correspondence between
ˆ ˆŽ .the space L X Y : Z of bounded linear operators from X Y to Z
Ž .and the space B X, Y; Z of bounded bilinear operators from X Y into
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ˆŽ . Ž .Z. The operator T L X Y; Z and the operator B X, Y; Z
correspond when for any x X and y Y
T x y 
  x , y .Ž . Ž .
ˆSo the projective norm is so construed that X Y is in duality with
Ž .B X, Y .
 The injective norm on X Y is given by
 u 
 sup x* x y* y : x* B , y* B ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i X * Y *½ 5
i	n
 where u
Ý x  y  X Y. It is well known that is a norm oni	 n i i
Ž      .X Y, it is, in fact, a crossnorm x y 	 x y , and it is, indeed, the
Ž   .least crossnorm on X Y. Again, one ought not expect X Y, to
ˇ Ž   .be complete and so the completion X Y of X Y, is a natural
object of our most sincere attentions.
ˇX Y is called the projectie tensor product of X and Y and X Y is
called the injectie tensor product of X and Y. Each of these norms is
ˆ ˆsymmetric: X Y is naturally isometrically isomorphic to Y X and
ˇ ˇX Y is naturally isometrically isomorphic to Y X, as well.
   These tensor norms, and , are important examples of the 
‘‘natural’’ tensor norms of Grothendieck. To be sure, they were known to
and studied by von Neumann, Schatten, and others before Grothendieck
but it was only through Grothendieck’s work did they begin to play a
central role in the study of the structure theory of Banach spaces. Much of
their importance lies in the identifications possible in case one of the
coordinates, X or Y, is a classical space.
1 ˇ Ž .LESSON 1. l  X can be identified with the space K c ; X of compacto
linear operators from c to X which, in turn, is identifiable with the space ofo
unconditionally summable sequences of ectors from X.
It is easy to see that any u l1 X defines a bounded finite rank linear
operator u: c  X : if u
Ý   x  l1 X and  c , then˜ o j	 n j j o
u  
    x ,Ž .˜ Ž .Ý j j
j	n
Ž . 1 Ž .where   
Ý   for 
   l and 
   c . Further,i i i i i o
  u 
 sup    x* x :  B , x* BŽ .Ž .Ý j j l X *½ 5
j	n
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Ž 1 .and    is defined as above for  l and  l ,
Goldstine 
 sup    x* x :  B , x* BŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j j c X *o½ 5
j	n

 sup x*    x :  B , x* BŽ .Ý j j c X *ož /½ 5
j	n

 sup    x :  BŽ .Ý j j co½ 5
j	n
 
 sup u  :  BŽ .˜ 4co
 
 u .˜ L Žc : X .o
On the other hand, if u: c  X is a compact linear operator then˜ o
u*: X l1 is, too. Suppose we denote by P the bounded linear projec-˜ n
Ž . Žtion of c to c given by P  
Ý  e where e , . . . , e , . . . are theo o n i	 n i i 1 n
unit coordinate functionals with biorthogonal functionals e , . . . , e , . . . ,1 n
1.    l . Then P 
Ý e  e , P 
Ý e  e , and, as u* is compact,˜n i	 n i i n i	 n i i
  u* P u*  0.˜ ˜n
Hence
      u uP 
 u uP * 
 u* P u*  0.˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .n n n
 Ž . 1But uP 
Ý e  u e  l  X.˜ ˜n i	 n i n
1 Ž .Each member of l  X corresponds isometrically to a member of
Ž . Ž .K c ; X . Each member of K c ; X is the limit in operator norm of ao o
sequence of correspondents to members of l1 X. There is one comple-
1 ˇ Ž .tion a customer in metric space theory so l  X and K c ; X areo
Ž .essentially the same.
To make the second, and for our purposes crucial, identification we
need to call on old friends from functional analysis.
Ž .To start suppose x is an unconditionally summable sequence ofn n
Ž . vectors in X. The bounded multiplier test tells us that if 
   ln n
Ž .then the series Ý  x is unconditionally convergent in X : an operatorn n n
 Ž .T : l  X is born, T
Ý  x . Like all easily defined linear opera-n n n
Ž .tions T is continuous the closed graph theorem tells us this is so .
Ž .T
 S** where S: c  X is given by what else?o
S  
  x , 
   c .Ž . Ž .Ý n n n on
n
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Ah ha! S is weakly compact. Hence S* is, too. But S*: X* l1 and in l1
weakly compact sets are norm compact and that is for Schur! So S* is
compact. So, too, is S. Each unconditionally summable sequence in X
determines a compact linear operator from c to X.o
For the completion of this lesson one need only realize that if S: c  Xo
is a compact linear operator and Se 
 x , then S**: l X is a compactn n
Ž . linear operator, too. Thus for any  
  in l , S** 
n n
Ž . Ž .S** weak*lim Ý  e 
 weak*lim S** Ý  e 
 weak limn k	 n k k n k	 n k k n
Ž .S Ý  e exists because S** is weak*weak continuous and sok	 n k k
S**
 weak lim  xÝ n k
n k	n

 lim  x 
  xÝ Ýk k n n
n nk	n
by the OrliczPettis theorem. The bounded multiplier theorem tells us
‘‘lesson complete; go, this class is over.’’
1 ˆ 1Ž .LESSON 2. l  X can be identified with the space l X of all absolutely
summable sequences of ectors in X, equipped with the norm
  1  x 
 x .Ž . Ýl Ž X .n nn
n
Proof. The map
, x   xŽ . Ž .i i
1 1Ž .  of l  X into l X is easily seen to be a bilinear operation of 	 1.
ŽThe universal mapping property enjoyed by the projective norm and,
.incidentally, no other ensures that this mapping has a natural extension to
1 ˆ 1Ž .a linear mapping from l  X into l X of norm 	 1. This linear
1 ˆ 1Ž .operator is called the ‘‘natural inclusion’’ of l  X into l X . Denote it
by i.
Take u l1 X and suppose
u
  j y .Ý j
j	n
1Ž .Let  0 be given. Express iu as a member of l X ,
iu
  j y ,  j y , . . . ,Ý Ý1 j 2 jž /
j	n j	n
and let x 
Ý  j y so thati j	 n i j
iu
 x , x , . . . .Ž .1 2
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Pick m so that for j
 1, . . . , n we haveo
 j    y  n;Ý i j
im o
this can be done because 1, . . . , n l1.
Check out u:
u
  j yÝ j
j	n

  je  yÝ Ý i i jž /
j	n i

   je  yÝ Ý Ý i i jž /ž /
j	n i	m imo o

  je  y   je  yÝ Ý Ý Ýi i j i i j
j	n i	m j	n imo o

  je  y   je  yÝ Ý Ý Ýi i j i i j
i	m j	n j	n imo o

 e   j y   je  yÝ Ý Ý Ýi i j i i j
i	m j	n j	n imo o

 e   j y   je  yÝ Ý Ý Ýi i j i i jž /
i	m j	n j	n imo o

 e  x   je  y .Ý Ý Ýi i i i j
i	m j	n imo o
So
     j   u 	 x   yÝ Ý Ý i i j
i	m j	n imo o
  1	 iu   .l Ž X .
 0 is arbitrary so
    1u 	 iu l Ž X .
follows and with it Lesson 2 is completed.
P ˇNote. It is easy to show that if 1 p , then l  X can be identi-
Ž . Ž p .fied isometrically and isomorphically with the space K l : X of all
compact linear operators from the dual of l p to X.
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There still is no known characterization of the sequences that belong to
p ˆl  X even when p
 2. Naturally, this makes the conclusion of
Grothendieck’s theorem about unconditionally summable sequences in L1
all the more mysterious	at least at first.
Ž .With Lessons 1 and 2 behind us we can hear if we but listen what
Grothendieck did when listening to the rhythms of Littlewood. Indeed, the
left hand side of Littlewood’s inequality.
12
2 a ,Ý Ý i jž /
i j
is naught else but
  1 2   1 2a 
 a .Ž . Ž .ˆl l l Ž l .i j i j
The right hand side,
K sup a s t ,Ý i j i j
   t , s 	1 iji j
is just
  1 1K a .Ž . ˇl  li j
Littlewood showed the discretized version of Grothendieck’s theorem:
every unconditionally summable sequence of vectors in l1 belongs to
2 ˆ 1 1 ˆ 2Ž .l  l 
 l  l .
To progress to the Grothendieck theorem we need to modify Lessons 1
and 2 to vector-valued functions.
Our next lesson is a classic due to Grothendieck.
1 ˆ 1Ž . Ž . ŽLESSON 3. L 0, 1  X is identifiable with the space L 0, 1 of equi-X
. Ž .alence classes of Bochner integrable X-alued functions on 0, 1 equipped
with the norm
1
1     f 
 f 
 f t dt .Ž .L Ž0 , 1. 1 HX
0
First some words of explanation.
Ž .A function f : 0, 1  X is called simple if there are finitely many
Ž .pairwise disjoint measurable subsets E , . . . , E  0, 1 and vectors1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .x , . . . , x  X such that f t 
Ý 
 t x : f : 0, 1  X is called1 n i	 n E ii
Ž .strongly measurable if there exists a sequence f of X-valued simplen
Ž .functions on 0, 1 so that
f t 
 lim f tŽ . Ž .n
n
Ž .for almost all t 0, 1 .
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Ž .We say f is Bochner integrable if there is a sequence f of simplen
functions such that
f t 
 lim f tŽ . Ž .n
n
Ž .for almost all t 0, 1 and
1
 lim f t  f t dt
 0.Ž . Ž .H m n
m , n 0
Ž .f : 0, 1  X is Bochner integrable precisely when f is strongly measur-
1  Ž .able and H f t dt .0
Now the mapping
f , x  f  xŽ . Ž .
1Ž .is quickly seen to be a bounded bilinear operator from L 0, 1  X into
1 Ž .L 0, 1 with norm 	 1. Consequently this operator extends to a boundedX
1 ˆ 1Ž . Ž .  linear operator J: L 0, 1  X L 0, 1 with J 	 1. The operator J,X
whose existence is part and parcel of the universal mapping principle,
1Ž .takes the dense linear subspace of elements in L 0, 1  X of the form

  x ,Ý E ii
i	n
Ž .where E , . . . , E are pairwise disjoint measurable subsets of 0, 1 and1 n
x , . . . , x belong to x, onto the set of simple functions, a known dense1 n
1 Ž .linear subspace of L 0, 1 . J is an isometry there uponX
 
  x 	 
  xÝ Ý E i E ii i
i	n i	n
   	 
 xÝ 1E ii
i	n
 
 meas E xŽ .Ý i i
i	n

 
  xÝ E ii
1 Ž .L 0, 1i	n X

 J 
  x .Ý E iž /i
1 Ž .L 0, 1i	n X
Alas, one more lesson	this one is taught us by Pettis through the
 watchful eye of Gil de la Madrid 7 .
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1 ˇŽ .LESSON 4. L 0, 1  X is isometrically isomorphic to the completion of
Ž .the space P 0, 1 of strongly measurable, Pettis integrable X-alued functionsX
Ž .on 0, 1 equipped with the Pettis norm
1
   f 
 sup x*f s ds : x* B .Ž .P H X *½ 5
0
Ž .A function f : 0, 1  X is said to be Pettis integrable if for each
1Ž . Ž .x* X*, x* f L 0, 1 and if for each measurable set E 0, 1 , there
Ž .is a vector x  X called the Pettis integral of f over E such that forE
each x* X*
x* x 
 x* f t dt .Ž . Ž .Ž .HE
E
To start the proof of Lesson 4 we start with a simple computation that
ought to help clarify the real issue.
1Ž . Ž .Let Ý f  x  L 0, 1  X. Then f
Ý f  x is Pettis inte-i	 n i i i	 n i i
grable with
Pettis f t x dt
 f t dt x .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hi i i i
E Ei	n i	n
What’s more
1
   f 
 sup x*f t dtŽ .P H
0x*BX*
1

 sup g t x*f t dtŽ . Ž .H
0x*B , gBX* L Ž0 , 1.
1

 sup g t x* f t x dtŽ . Ž .ÝH i iž /
0x*B , gB i	nX* L Ž0 , 1.
1

 sup g t f t dt x* xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H i iž /0x*B , gB i	nX* L Ž0 , 1.

 f  x .Ý i i
i	n 
1Ž . Ž .So L 0, 1  X is isometric to a subspace of P 0, 1 that contains theX
Ž .simple functions. The point is this: simple functions are dense in P 0, 1 .X
To see why this is so it is important to remember that if f is strongly
measurable then f can be uniformly approximated by countably valued
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Ž .measurable functions; that is, given  0 we can find a sequence E ofn
Ž . Ž .pairwise disjoint measurable subsets of 0, 1 , a sequence x of membersn
Ž .  Ž .of X, and a strongly measurable function  t such that  t 	  almost
Ž .all t 0, 1 and
f t 
 
 t x   t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý E nn
n
 Of course,  	  and if one judiciously clips off the unconditionallyP
Ž .convergent series Ý  E x soon one finds an N so thatn n n
f 
  x 	 2 .Ý E nn
n	N P
Now it ought to be clear that Lesson 4 is completed.
The description of strongly measurable functions employed in Lesson 4
is quite suggestive. Let us formulate it a bit more formally. Suppose
Ž .f : 0, 1  X is strongly measurable; represent f in the form
f t 
 
 t x   t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý E nn
n
Ž . Ž .where E is a sequence of pairwise disjoint measurable subsets of 0, 1 ,n
Ž .x is a sequence of vectors in X, and  is a bounded strongly measurablen
function.
 Ž .f is Pettis integrable precisely when the series Ý meas E  x isn n n
unconditionally conergent in X.
 Ž .f is Bochner integrable precisely when the series Ý meas E  x isn n n
absolutely conergent in X.
3. THE PUNCH LINE
COROLLARY. Let u: X Y be a bounded linear operator. Then
Ž .u f : 0, 1  Y is Bochner integrable for eery X-alued strongly measurable
Ž . Ž Ž ..Pettis integrable function f defined on 0, 1 precisely when u x isn n
Ž .absolutely summable for each unconditionally summable sequence x ofn n
ectors in X.
Such operators are called absolutely summing. They were first isolated by
 Grothendieck, who called them ‘‘preintegrale droite’’ 8 . It is noteworthy´
that the operator u: X Y is absolutely summing precisely when there is
a K 0 such that regardless of x , . . . , x  X1 n
   ux 	 K sup x* x ;Ž .Ý Ýi i½ 5
x*Bi	n i	nX*
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the least K 0 that works is called the absolutely summing norm of u and
Ž .is denoted by  u .1
Ž . u is of computational import	gauging, as it does, different analytic1
phenomena than might be measured simply by the operator norm of u. In
the above corollary, the absolutely summing norm of the operator u is
Ž .precisely the operator norm of the induced operator from P 0, 1 	or itsX
1 ˇ 1 1 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .completion L 0, 1  X	to L 0, 1 
 L 0, 1  Y.Y
Absolutely summing operators occur throughout analysis and one of
their members plays a central role in bringing this story to a sudden end.
EXAMPLE. The natural inclusion
i: l1 l 2
Ž .is absolutely summing with  i 	 B .1 1
Let x , . . . , x  l1. Then1 n
12
2   ix 
 xÝ Ý Ý2k k jž /
k	n k	n j
12
21

 x r t dtŽ .Ý ÝH k j jž /0k	n j
1
	 B x r t dtŽ .Ý ÝH1 k j j
0k	n j
1

 B x r t dtŽ .Ý ÝH1 k j j
0 k	n j
1
	 B sup x  dtÝ ÝH1 k j j
0 B k	n jl

 B sup x Ý Ý1 k j j
B k	n jl
  1 1
 B x , x , . . . , x , 0, 0, . . . .Ž . ˇl  l1 1 2 n
1 2 Ž . 1 Ž .1 2So i: l  l induces an operator from P 0, 1 to L 0, 1 , or, thanksl l
1 ˇ 1 1 ˆ 2Ž . Ž .to Lessons 3 and 4, from L 0, 1  l to L 0, 1  l . Using the symmetry
 of both the projective norm and the injective norm we see that 
1 ˇ 1 2 ˆ 1Ž . Ž .there is a natural inclusion of l  L 0, 1 into l  L 0, 1 of norm	 B .1
1Ž .Unconditionally summable sequences in L 0, 1 are members in good
2 ˆ 1Ž .standing of l  L 0, 1 .
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Momentary elation is followed by heart-rending desperation: after all
2 ˆl  X is not a known and malleable object, usually. But here the X is
1Ž .L 0, 1 and so symmetry and Lesson 3 let us conclude to the following:
Ž .THEOREM Grothendieck . If Ý f is unconditionally conergent inn n
1Ž . 1Ž  Ž .  2 .12L 0, 1 , then H Ý f t dt .0 n n
Ž . 2Suffice it to say that if we consider the amalgam f : 0, 1  l given by
Ž . Ž Ž ..f t 
 f t thenn n
  1   1 2   2 1f 
 f 
 f .Ž .ˆ ˆL Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1. l l L Ž0 , 1.2 n nl
There is much to be said about recognizing the integrability of
Ž  Ž .  2 .12Ý f  in these affairs and in the next section we will say it.n n
4. A PLEASANT SURPRISE
Let us take a closer look at Orlicz’s proof: in fact, let us extract a few
lines of that proof. To wit,
12 1212 2   f 	  	 f s dsŽ .Ý Ý1 Hk kž / ž /
0k	n k	n
1
	  	 B r t f dt ,Ž .ÝH1 k n
0 k	n 1
Ž .when f , . . . , f  L 0, 1 .1 n 1
On the one hand, if we control
1
r t f dtŽ .ÝH k k
0 k	n 1
then we control
12
2 f ;Ý 1kž /
k	n
1Ž .  such controls are tantamount to saying ‘‘L 0, 1 has cotype 2.’’ See 10, 15 .
On the other hand, the middleman of the above inequalities is attractive
in his own right.
Indeed, if
1
r t f dt	MŽ .ÝH k k
0 k	n 1
for all n, then
121 2 f s ds	 B MŽ .ÝH n 1ž /
0 n
Ž Ž .  2 .12 1Ž .and so Ý  f   L 0, 1 .n n
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2 ˆ Ž .Remarkably enough, this tells the whole story about life in l  L 0, 1 .
 To be precise we recall the stunning result of Hoffman-Jorgensen 9
  1Ž .and Kwapian 11 specialized to L 0, 1 : a necessary and sufficient condition
that
1
sup r t f dt Ž .ÝH k k
0n k	n 1
is that
 fÝ n
n
1Ž .conerge in L 0, 1 for almost all choices of signs.
The upshot of this is the following.
2 ˆ 1Ž . Ž .THEOREM LittlewoodOrliczGrothendieck . l  L 0, 1 contains
Ž . 1Ž .precisely those sequences f in L 0, 1 for which Ý  f conerges inn n n
1Ž .L 0, 1 for almost all choices of signs.
1Ž .We have seen that if Ý  f converges in L 0, 1 for almost all choicesn n
2 12 1 1 ˆ 2Ž  Ž .  . Ž . Ž . Ž .of signs, then Ý f   L 0, 1 and so f  L 0, 1  l , which isn n n
2 ˆ 1Ž .the same as l  L 0, 1 .
Ž  Ž .  2 .12 1Ž .On the other side of the ledger, if Ý f  belongs to L 0, 1 thenn n
for any n
1 1 1
r t f dt
 r t f s ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH H Hk k k kž /0 0 0k	n k	n1
1 1

 f s r t dt dsŽ . Ž .ÝH H k kž /0 0 k	n
1221 1
	 f s r t dt dsŽ . Ž .ÝH H k kž /0 0 k	n
12 121 12 2   
 f s ds	 f s ds.Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hk nž /ž /
0 0 nk	n
1  Ž . It follows that sup H Ý r t f dt  and so Ý  f converges inn 0 k	 n k k n n
1Ž .L 0, 1 for almost all choices of signs.
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Note added in proof. Professor Oscar Blasko has recently improved the theorem pre-
sented herein to show that in order for unconditionally convergent series in X to be members
2 ˆof l  X it is necessary and sufficient that X have cotype 2 and satisfy Grothendieck’s
Theorem.
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